Driving Directions to Charlson Meadows

Charlson Meadows (aka Life Science Foundation)
1601 Highway 7
Victoria, MN 55386
Phone: 952-474-3216

Please be aware that some GPS systems show our address incorrectly on the north side of Highway 7. Our driveway is on the south side of Highway 7.

Coming from the East

1. From the intersection of West I-494 and Highway 7, Charlson Meadows is located West on Highway 7 a total of 11.8 miles.

2. On Highway 7, just past the City of Excelsior, there is a stoplight at Cty Rd. 41. Stay on Highway 7, traveling another 3.4 miles to the stoplight at Cty Rd. 13/Rolling Acres Road. Continue on Highway 7 for another 1.4 miles. Lake Zumbra will be on your left.

3. When you see a sign on your right for Minnetrista, turn on your left turn signal, and watch for the left turn lane. Our driveway is directly across from the sign for Mound, with our address (1601) marked on a large post.

   • Hint: Your destination is just past MERRYWOOD LN. If you pass the sign that reads Lake Minnetonka Regional Park or reach the stoplight at CR-44 you’ve gone about 0.3 miles too far.

4. Follow the curved driveway (do not turn on any of the side roads) to a parking area near the Charlson Building and the Chalet. A pergola (with gas lanterns) and a staircase lead you down to the Lake House.

5. Your meeting space is in the Lake House. It can be reached by the outside stairway, or by an elevator inside the Charlson Building.

6. To use the elevator, enter the Charlson Building. Walk straight ahead to the elevator (on your right) and take it down to Level 1. Exit the building. Follow the sidewalk, stay left, and enter the Lake House door on your right.